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USING THE AXOCLAMP-2B  TUTORIALS

It is recommended that you set up and test the electronics using the model cell supplied, or one of your
own design that will mimic the cell type and electrodes you will use.  This is especially advisable if you
are unfamiliar with the Axoclamp-2B, or with any recording mode that you may use.

All tutorials are written from the perspective that a computer coupled to an A/D and D/A interface is
used to trigger the command pulses and monitor the current and voltage output of the Axoclamp-2B.
Naturally, an oscilloscope and pulse generator can be used in place of the computer-based system.  For
the DCC and dSEVC modes an oscilloscope must be used to observe the MONITOR output because a
rapid time base is required.  A single oscilloscope with a dual time base could be used for recording the
MONITOR output and the current and voltage outputs.  Any source capable of generating timing or
command pulses is suitable.

Summary of Controls, Inputs and Outputs

Please fold out the final page of the manual and refer to the figures of the front and rear panels of the
instrument.

Mode Group
Illuminated pushbuttons reconfigure the Axoclamp-2B for different operating modes.

BRIDGE: Two conventional microelectrode amplifiers, ME1 and ME2.

DCC: Discontinuous current clamp on ME1; Bridge mode on ME2.

SEVC: Single-electrode voltage clamp on ME1; Bridge mode on ME2.

Discontinuous SEVC (dSEVC) uses time-sharing technique (electrode switches
repetitively from voltage recording to current-passing).

Continuous SEVC (cSEVC) is analogous to whole-cell patch clamp (electrode
simultaneously does voltage recording and current passing).

TEVC: Two-electrode voltage clamp.  ME1 records voltage.  ME2 passes current.

CONT./Discont.: The switch and lamp operate only in SEVC mode.

Microelectrode 1 (ME1) Group
This is a complete intracellular/extracellular electrometer.

CAPACITANCE
NEUTRALIZATION: Neutralizes electrode input capacitance.  Clockwise rotation reduces

effective input capacitance and speeds response.  Overutilization
oscillates headstage.
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BUZZ: Deliberate overutilization of capacitance neutralization.  Oscillation
helps cell penetration.  Footswitches supplied as standard accessories
can be used to actuate buzz.  A buzz box, also supplied, controls the
duration of the buzz.

BRIDGE: Compensates microelectrode voltage drop during current passing.
Resistance (scaled by H) read on ten-turn dial.  Range automatically
reduced tenfold during cSEVC.

INPUT OFFSET: Adds ±500 mV DC to ME1 voltage at an early stage.  Used to zero
microelectrode tip potential while the microelectrode is extracellular.

DC CURRENT COMMAND: For injection of constant current.  Magnitude set on ten-turn dial.
Polarity set on switch.  LED indicates when current injection activated.

CLEAR: Passes large hyperpolarizing or depolarizing current to clear blocked
electrodes or facilitate cell impalement.

VOLTMETER: Indicates membrane potential (Vm) in mV.

Microelectrode 2 (ME2) Group
This is an independent intracellular/extracellular electrometer similar to ME1.  It differs from ME1 in
that the potential is labeled V2 and OUTPUT OFFSET adds ±500 mV to the ME2 voltage at the output
stage.  Its recorded voltage can be read on the V2 meter.

Voltage-Clamp Group
GAIN: Sets open-loop gain during voltage clamp.  In SEVC modes the output

is a current source.  Therefore gain is nA/mV.  In TEVC mode the
output is a voltage source.  Therefore gain is V/V.

HOLDING POSITION: Sets holding potential during voltage clamp.  Range is ±200 mV.

RMP BALANCE LAMPS: Can be nulled using the HOLDING POSITION while in BRIDGE or
DCC mode so that when the voltage clamp is activated, the voltage
clamp will be at the resting membrane potential.

PHASE LAG: Modifies frequency response of voltage-clamp amplifier.  Compensates
for nonideal phase shifts of membrane.  Potentiometer adds phase
delay (lag).  Switch selects range.

ANTI-ALIAS FILTER: Used in DCC or dSEVC modes to reduce noise of microelectrodes that
have fast and slow settling characteristics.

Step-Command Group
Uses a D/A converter to generate a precise current or voltage command.

DESTINATION SWITCH: Selects the voltage clamp (VC) if in voltage clamp or either microelectrode
(ME1 or ME2) if in a current clamp mode.  Commands are mV or nA
respectively.
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THUMBWHEEL SWITCH: Sets magnitude with 0.05% resolution.

OFF/EXT./CONT. SWITCH: CONT. position activates STEP COMMAND.  In the EXT. position the
thumbwheel switch value is off unless logic level HIGH is applied to the
rear-panel STEP ACTIVATE input.  OFF position overrides logic input.

INDICATION: When destination is a microelectrode and STEP COMMAND is activated,
lamp in microelectrode DC CURRENT COMMAND section illuminates.

Rate Group
A Digital Counter indicates the sampling rate (cycling rate) used during discontinuous single-electrode
voltage clamp or discontinuous current clamp.

A potentiometer adjusts the rate from 500 Hz to 50 kHz.

Outputs
Two dedicated Digital Voltmeters continuously display the microelectrode voltages while a third
displays the current in the selected microelectrode or in a virtual-ground circuit, if used.  Front-panel
rotary switches for each microelectrode and the virtual ground set the scaling of the current meter to suit
the gain of your headstage.

In addition, an internally generated Calibration Signal can be superimposed onto each of the outputs.
Hence, the output signals in many cases can be wholly conditioned within the Axoclamp-2B to suit your
recording apparatus.

Five outputs are conveniently located at the front panel for connecting to your oscilloscope.  These
outputs are repeated at the rear panel, where the other outputs, the inputs and the headstage connectors
are also located.

The 10 Vm, Im OUTPUT BANDWIDTH switch selects the -3 dB frequency of two single-pole low-pass
filters for the Im and 10 Vm outputs.

The current (I) meter displays the DC current from either microelectrode or the virtual ground if used.
A switch is used to select the meter input.  The decimal point is set on H1, H2 or VG switches.

Im OUTPUT: Membrane current recorded by ME1.

I1 CONT. OUTPUT: ME1 current (equals Im in Bridge, cSEVC and TEVC modes).

I2 OUTPUT: ME2 current.

0.1 X I2 OUTPUT: ME2 current; attenuated by ten.

IBATH OUTPUT: Bath current.

10 Vm OUTPUT: Membrane potential recorded by ME1; gain of 10.

V1 CONT. OUTPUT: Instantaneous ME1 potential.  No Bridge Balance.

MONITOR OUTPUT: Input of sample-and-hold amplifier.  Should be observed on second
oscilloscope during DCC and dSEVC modes.

V2 OUTPUT: ME2 potential.  Includes Bridge Balance.
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SAMPLE CLOCK OUTPUT: Logic-level pulses at the sample rate; used to trigger monitor
oscilloscope.

VBATH OUTPUT: Potential recorded by bath electrode.

Inputs
All inputs are located on the rear panel.

CAL. ACTIVATE INPUT: Logic HIGH on this input puts calibration voltage proportional to
thumbwheel setting onto voltage and current outputs.

STEP ACTIVATE INPUT: Logic HIGH activates STEP COMMAND.

BLANK ACTIVATE INPUT: Logic HIGH activates Blank.  During Blank, Vm prevented from
updating.  Thus stimulus artifacts are rejected.

EXT. VC COMMAND INPUT: Voltage on this input converted into voltage-clamp command.

EXT. ME1 COMMAND INPUT:Voltage on this input converted into ME1 CURRENT COMMAND.

EXT. ME2 COMMAND INPUT:Voltage on this input converted into ME2 CURRENT COMMAND.

RS COMP. INPUT: Used to compensate voltage drop across membrane Rs during TEVC.
Not normally required.

TBA: Spare connector (to be assigned).

Remote
Allows certain functions to be remotely activated by computer or switches.  These are MODE, BUZZ
and CLEAR.

Initial Instrument Settings (Default)
Before starting the tutorial for each mode, set the panel controls to the "default" settings indicated
below.  Note, Minimum values are fully counter-clockwise.

Step Command Group
STEP COMMAND Thumbwheel - Zero
EXT/CONT/OFF Switch - Ext
DESTINATION Switch - ME1

Microelectrode (ME1)  and (ME2) Groups
CAPACITANCE NEUTRALIZATION - Minimum
BRIDGE - Zero
ME1:  Input Offset - None (≈5)
ME2:  Output Offset - None (≈5)
DC CURRENT COMMAND - Switch OFF

Rate Adjust
Minimum
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I Display Select
Im

Headstage Gain Selectors
H1 - 0.1
H2 - 1.0

Vm, Im Output Bandwidth
30 kHz

Voltage Clamp Group
ANTI-ALIAS - Minimum
GAIN - Minimum
PHASE LAG - 0.01
PHASE MULTIPLIER - OFF
HOLDING POSITION - Any desired level

Bridge Mode

Headstage Selection
This tutorial uses the HS-2A-x0.1LU and HS-2A-x1LU headstages shipped standard with the
Axoclamp-2B.  For other suitable headstages see Headstages in REFERENCE GUIDE: PRINCIPLES
OF OPERATION.

Connections

Headstages

Connect the HS-2A-x0.1LU headstage to the ME1 PROBE connector and the HS-2A-x1LU headstage
to the ME2 PROBE connector on the back panel of the Axoclamp-2B.

CLAMP-1U Model Cell

Switch the CLAMP-1U model cell to the BATH position.  This simulates placing microelectrodes of
50 MΩ in the bath ready to impale a cell.  Connect ME1 and ME2 of the CLAMP-1U model cell to
corresponding headstages.

Connections to Interface and Signal Conditioner

To monitor the membrane voltage and current from ME1 connect the 10 Vm and Im outputs to the
inputs of your analog-to-digital acquisition system.  The corresponding outputs for ME2 are V2 and
I2.  As the output filter applies only to the 10 Vm and Im outputs, a second- or higher-order low-pass
filter (e.g., a CyberAmp 320) can be used to remove the high-frequency noise from
10 Vm.

Acquisition and Command Setup
Use one of the programmable logic outputs (TTLs) of your computer interface to synchronously apply a
delayed logic pulse of 2 ms duration to the STEP ACTIVATE input on the rear of the Axoclamp-2B.
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The step command value on the thumbwheel will be directed to the circuit designated on the
DESTINATION switch only when the toggle is switched to EXT. or CONT.

Alternatively, you could use D/A converters to send commands to the external ME1 and ME2
command inputs on the rear panel.  Keep in mind that these inputs are simply summed with the
commands generated by the internal command circuitry.  The rear ME1 and ME2 current command
inputs are continually active and are unaffected by the position of the command DESTINATION switch.
For this reason check that "zero volts" of the command signal truly is zero volts, otherwise an offset
current will appear through the electrode.

Balance the Bridge in the "Bath"
Turn the power on.

Now offset the voltage recorded on ME1 to zero using the INPUT OFFSET potentiometer.  Note: Zero is
at the middle of the dial range, very near 5.

Set a command current of 5.0 nA (although you can use a positive going pulse, negative pulses are an
advantage with living cells) with the STEP COMMAND thumbwheel switch.  Remember when setting
the pulse magnitude that it is multiplied by the headstage gain (see ME1 on the DESTINATION switch).
Thus, for an HS-2A-x0.1LU headstage, the correct STEP COMMAND setting is 50.

The Im output can be used to display the current pulse.  Since it is a square wave unchanged by the
controls used in this tutorial, it is not shown.

Remember when observing the 10 Vm trace that the voltage output is multiplied by ten.  Figure 1A
shows the voltage response prior to adjusting the BRIDGE and the CAPACITANCE NEUTRALIZATION
controls.  Advance the BRIDGE dial until the fast voltage steps seen at the start and finish of the current
step are just eliminated; the Bridge is then correctly balanced (Figure 1B).  The model cell electrode
resistance may now be read from the BRIDGE dial and should be 50 MΩ (sensitivity is
10 ÷ H MΩ per turn, where "H" is the headstage current gain, = 0.1 for the HS-2A-x0.1LU headstage).

The residual transient at the start and finish of the current step is due to the finite response speed of the
microelectrode.  No attempt is made to balance this transient since it covers a very brief period only and
it is a useful indication of the frequency response of the microelectrode.  Furthermore, no useful
information during this period could be recovered even if the transient were balanced.  The transient can
be minimized by correctly setting the capacitance neutralization.  Adjust the CAPACITANCE
NEUTRALIZATION knob for the most rapid decay without causing an overshoot (Figure 1C).  If the
BRIDGE is over balanced the trace will look similar to that depicted in Figure 1D.

Use the corresponding controls of ME2 and the same procedure for the second microelectrode.

The BRIDGE controls operate on the 10 Vm output and on the V2 output.  On the 10 Vm output the
BRIDGE control saturates when the IR voltage drop exceeds ±600 mV referred to the input.
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Figure  1.  Bridge balancing procedure
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Balance the Bridge in the "Cell"
When the microelectrode is in the cell any current flow through the microelectrode will produce an IR
drop across the microelectrode that will add to the recorded membrane potential. The BRIDGE control
can be used to balance this IR drop so that only the membrane potential is recorded.

Turn the CAPACITANCE NEUTRALIZATION and BRIDGE controls fully counterclockwise.  Maintain
the same connections and pulse parameters made above. Toggle the selector switch on the CLAMP-1U
model cell to the CELL position.  Prior to correctly setting the BRIDGE and CAPACITANCE
NEUTRALIZATION controls, the voltage response will appear as in Figure 1E.  The voltage responses
appear more rounded than before due to the "cell membrane" time constant.  Since the pulse width was
fast compared with the membrane time constant, the membrane responses look like straight lines.  The
response was dominated by the IR voltage drop across the microelectrode.

When the BRIDGE is correctly balanced the trace will look like that depicted in Figure 1F.  After the
CAPACITANCE NEUTRALIZATION is set optimally, the trace will appear like that depicted in Figure
1G.  If the BRIDGE is overused, the trace will look similar to that depicted in Figure 1H.  It is possible
that the CAPACITANCE NEUTRALIZATION setting found to be optimal during setup could be too large
if the input capacitance were to decrease during the experiment.  Therefore, it is suggested that
capacitance neutralization be slightly underutilized.

The trace in Figure 2 was recorded in the CLAMP-1U model cell with the BRIDGE and CAPACITANCE
NEUTRALIZATION controls set correctly.  In response to a 40 ms positive current pulse the membrane
potential began to charge up.  Before the membrane potential reached its final value the current pulse
was terminated and the membrane potential exponentially decayed to its final value.

20 mV

20 ms

Figure 2. Correctly adjusted bridge and capacitance neutralization
controls using the CLAMP-1U model cell
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TEVC MODE

Headstage Selection
This tutorial uses the HS-2A-x0.1LU and HS-2A-x1LU headstages shipped standard with the
Axoclamp-2B.  For other suitable headstage combinations see Headstages in REFERENCE GUIDE:
PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION.

Initial Instrument Settings
Before starting, set the panel controls to the "default" settings.

Connections

Headstages

Connect the HS-2A-x0.1LU headstage to the ME1 PROBE connector and the HS-2A-x1LU headstage
to the ME2 PROBE connector on the back panel of the Axoclamp-2B.

Model Cell

Switch the CLAMP-1U model cell to the BATH position.  This simulates placing the microelectrodes
in the bath ready to impale a cell.  Connect ME1 and ME2 of the CLAMP-1U model cell to the
corresponding headstages (the MCW-1U model cell can be used if you wish to simulate the use of
patch pipettes).

Connections to Interface and Signal Conditioner

Connect the 10 Vm, V2 and I2 (or IBATH) outputs to the inputs of the A/D interface.  If large currents
are to be passed, use the 0.1 x I2 output to attenuate the magnitude of the current signal so as not to
exceed the ±10 V range of the interface.  A second- or higher order low-pass filter
(e.g., a CyberAmp 320) can be used to remove the high-frequency noise from I2.

Optional Connections to an Oscilloscope

The error in the clamped membrane potential can be used as an indication that there is a problem
with the clamp.  To monitor the error use an oscilloscope with two input channels.  First ground the
two channels and offset the DC levels to zero.  Set the 10 Vm,Im OUTPUT BANDWIDTH of the
Axoclamp-2B to 10 kHz.  Connect the 10 Vm output to one input.  Use a BNC "T" piece to connect
the EXT. VC COMMAND signal to the other input.  Use a TTL output from the A/D interface to
trigger the oscilloscope.

Note: You will have to set the sensitivity of the 10 Vm channel to be five-fold greater than the
EXT. VC COMMAND channel, since the EXT. VC COMMAND signal is larger than the true
command value by 50 fold.  If the voltage clamp is operating accurately then there should
be very little, if any, observable difference (i.e., error) between Vm and the EXT. VC

COMMAND.  Note that you may see a transient difference in the two traces at the onset of
the step, since the rise time of Vm will not be as fast as the rise time of the EXT. VC

COMMAND.
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Acquisition and Command Setup
Use one of the programmable logic outputs (TTLs) of your computer interface to synchronously apply a
delayed logic pulse of 6 ms duration to the STEP ACTIVATE input on the rear of the Axoclamp-2B.
The step command value on the thumbwheel will be directed to the circuit designated on the
DESTINATION switch only when the toggle is switched to EXT.

Alternatively, you could use D/A converters to send commands to the EXT. VC COMMAND input on
the rear panel.  Keep in mind that these inputs are simply summed with the commands generated by
the internal command circuitry.  The rear current command inputs are continually active and are
unaffected by the position of the command DESTINATION switch.  For this reason check that "zero
volts" of the command signal truly is zero volts, otherwise an offset current will appear through the
microelectrode.

Balance the Bridge
Follow the procedure outlined in the Bridge Mode tutorial to set the capacitance neutralization of each
microelectrode for the best step responses.

The switch that selects the BATH and CELL modes of the model cell reduces the capacitance coupling
between the electrodes.  When recording from a real cell a grounded shield is required (see TEVC in
REFERENCE GUIDE:  THEORY OF CLAMP MODES).

After correctly setting the BRIDGE and CAPACITANCE NEUTRALIZATION controls, switch the
CLAMP-1U model cell to the CELL position to simulate a cell impaled by the micropipettes.  The voltage
responses will now appear more rounded than before due to the "cell membrane" time constant.  The
pulse duration may have to  be increased to allow the voltage responses to reach steady state.  Measure
the amplitude of the responses and calculate the cell input resistance.

Tune the Voltage Clamp
Use the HOLDING POSITION control to yield equal brightness in each of the two RMP BALANCE LEDs.
At this setting the command potential during voltage clamp will be equal to the resting membrane
potential (RMP).  Lock the HOLDING POSITION control if desired.  In a real cell, setting the holding
level to the cell resting potential can be done by adjusting the HOLDING POSITION dial until the two
LEDs are equally dim.  Do this before turning on the command pulses.

Ensure that the voltage clamp gain is at a minimum and there is no phase lag.  The ANTI-ALIAS
FILTER slows the ME1 electrode response and is not used in TEVC mode; set it at the minimum (see
Anti-Alias Filter in REFERENCE GUIDE:  PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION).

Turn on the voltage clamp by pressing the blue TEVC button. Start the step command and set the
thumbwheel switch to 50 mV.  To obtain the best step response (the fastest possible step without
significant oscillation) the voltage-clamp gain setting must be high enough to guarantee that the voltage
clamp tracks the command potential accurately even during activation of large membrane currents.  A
rough calculation of the minimum tolerable gain can be made from the equations given in the Series
Resistance section of the REFERENCE GUIDE:  PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION chapter.

With the GAIN control at its minimum value, the voltage trace should appear rounded.  Slowly increase
the GAIN setting and notice that the voltage trace rises much faster and the capacitive transient of the
current trace becomes much sharper and decays more rapidly to baseline.  Eventually a point will be
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reached when increasing the voltage clamp gain will result in oscillations.  Reduce the gain so there are
no oscillations.  The voltage clamp is tuned properly if there are no oscillations and the voltage trace is
maximally square.  Concurrently, the current trace peak sharpens and its rate of return to baseline is
most rapid.

Figure 7 shows the current and voltage traces obtained while tuning the clamp using the CLAMP-1U
model cell.  The current and voltage traces are shown in parts A and B, respectively.  Trace 1 represents
the condition in which the GAIN setting is 150 V/V.  As the gain is increased to 300 V/V (Trace 2) the
voltage trace becomes more square, the current trace sharpens and its decay to baseline becomes much
more rapid.  At a gain of 600 V/V, the voltage clamp is optimally tuned (Trace 3).

200 nA

0.5 ms

100 nA

0.5 ms

60 nA

0.5 ms

6 mV

0.5 ms

6 mV

0.5 ms

6 mV

0.5 ms

A

B

1 2 3

Figure 7.  Tuning the TEVC with the CLAMP-1U model cell

If you are using an oscilloscope, monitor the onset of the step response in detail by turning the
oscilloscope sweep to 0.1-0.2 ms/div.  Slowly turn up the gain, and observe the voltage step become
larger and more square.  Eventually a point is reached where Vm overshoots the step value.  Reduce the
sweep speed (1 ms/div) and increase the voltage clamp gain a little more.  You will see clearly that Vm
displays damped oscillation during a voltage step.  The oscillation in Vm will gradually die away until
Vm stabilizes at the step potential. The damping time-constant depends on the gain.  Increase the gain
further (with a real cell, it may not be possible to further increase the gain) and the oscillations will take
longer to fade until at even higher gains the clamp will oscillate continually.  If this were a real cell the
membrane would almost certainly have been destroyed.

Generally the capacitance neutralization level for each microelectrode is set in BRIDGE mode and then
left.  However, adjusting the capacitance neutralization of ME1 in TEVC mode will have a significant
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effect on the speed of the step response.  This is to be expected, since the voltage clamp cannot operate
faster than ME1.  In fact, reducing the capacitance neutralization level is like adding phase lag and over
compensating is like adding phase lead.  Even so, using capacitance neutralization for this purpose is
not recommended, since changes in the solution level of the chamber can have significant effects on Cin
which could in turn lead to unexpected and potentially disastrous effects on the stability of the voltage
clamp.  It is better to slightly under-compensate Cin and rely on the built in phase compensation
circuitry.  The capacitance neutralization of ME2 is not so critical as ME1, and minor changes in this
control under voltage clamp can be used to make slight improvements to the step response.

The effect of phase lag can be demonstrated using the optional MCO-1U model cell.  Connect the
HS-2A-x1LU (in the ME1 position) and HS-2A-x10MGU headstage (in the ME2 position) to the indicated
parts of the model cell.  Insert one pin of the four-leaded connector into the gold case ground (brass
socket); another pin into the white BATH socket ground and the third pin into the rear of the HS-2A-
x1LU headstage.  Connect the clip lead to the shield.  Use the 0.1 x I2 BNC to monitor the current
output.

Figure 8 illustrates the effects of phase lag on the current.  As the voltage clamp gain is slowly
increased the current response will begin to sharpen.  If the gain is further increased to 10,000 with the
PHASE LAG control set to 0.5 ms, the voltage clamp becomes unstable.  This is indicated by oscillations
on both the current (Figure 8A) and voltage (not shown) records.  Oscillations are to be avoided when
recording from real cells because the cell membrane is severely damaged.  In cells whose membranes do
not cause the same phase shift (90°) as a parallel RC cell model, the PHASE LAG control can be used to
increase the maximum gain achievable.  To improve stability it is simply a matter of empirically finding
the settings that work best for your particular system.  With the
MCO-1U model it is possible to achieve a stable voltage clamp with a GAIN setting of 10,000 V/V,
once the PHASE LAG is increased to 0.15 ms (Figure 8B).

10 µµA

0.5 ms

10 µµA

0.5 ms

A B

Figure 8.  Tuning the TEVC with the MCO-1U model cell
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Figure 10.  CLAMP-1U model cell

The MCW-1U Model Cell
This MCW-1U model cell simulates a whole-cell recording system (see Figure 11).  The membrane time
constant is 16.5 ms.  The case of the model cell is connected to ground and there is no shielding between
the two microelectrode resistors.  This model cell is primarily intended to simulate recording from small
cells with patch pipettes in cSEVC or dSEVC modes.  In this case Re2 can be connected to ME2 in order
to monitor the true membrane potential.

Connect to ME1
Headstage Ground

Connect 
to ME2

Connect
to ME1

2 mm Cell Plug 2 mm Cell Plug

10 MΩΩ

33 pF

10 MΩΩ

500 MΩΩ
CmR m

Re1 e2R

Figure 11.  MCW-1U model cell

If the Axoclamp-2B is used in TEVC mode to clamp oocytes, the MCO-1U model cell may be purchased.
This model cell mimics the typical characteristics of the oocyte, the recording microelectrodes and the
bath electrodes.


